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NATURAL HABITAT
In western Spain, a mix of drought-tolerant plants create  

a garden that works with the dehesa landscape 

WORDS NOEL KINGSBURY  PHOTOGRAPHS CLAIRE TAKACS

In brief
Name La Oliva.

What Private garden that 
combines native plants with 

drought-tolerant cacti, 
succulents and agave.

Where Extremadura, Spain.
Size 1,000 square metres. 

Climate Continental 
Mediterranean with low  

rainfall. Temperatures as high  
as 40ºC common in summer; 

overnight frosts in winter.
Soil Extremely fertile clay loam, 

improved with manure and sand.
Hardiness zone USDA 9b.

The garden blends beautifully with the dehesa, 
an oak-filled pasture land common to this part 
of western Spain, and mixes drought-tolerant 
shrubs and perennials with architectural desert 
plants, such as the large prickly pear, Opuntia 
ficus-indica, and Agave americana.
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 xtremadura in western Spain is a region of dramatic landscapes with a  
harsh climate: hot and dry in summer, but cold in winter. In spring, however, it  
comes alive with the lush, fresh foliage of cistus and lavender bushes and a rich  
array of wildflowers found growing along roadsides. Garden style in this part of the 
world is inevitably dictated by the surroundings: a traditional garden with clipped 
evergreens would seem out of place; a truly naturalistic garden might be attractive  
in spring, but come summer it would look too dry and severe. 

In one of the region’s private gardens, the Spanish-based husband and wife design 
partnership of Miguel Urquijo and Renate Kastner are trying something more subtle 
with a garden that combines native plants with eye-catching cacti, succulents and agaves. 
Conscious that gardens in characterful landscapes need to define their individuality 
without competing with the landscape, Miguel and Renate have used linking elements, 
such as olive trees, which are native to the surrounding landscape and also create a link to 
the holm oaks (Quercus ilex) that are such a feature on the dehesa, as the surrounding 
landscape is known. The client wanted a garden that needed very little in the way of 

maintenance or water, so plants have all been chosen for their drought-tolerance. Several 
native species have been used alongside strong, architectural plants, such as prickly pear 
cacti (Opuntia ficus-indica) and Agave americana, which while Mexican in origin, are 
now familiar cultivated plants in southern Europe. 

The agaves, although few in number, are so visually striking that they dominate the 
planting, creating spiky, blue-green punctuation points throughout the garden. Their 
angular shapes are balanced by the remainder of the planting, which is largely made up 
of hummocky mounds that echo the landscape beyond. Rounded, low shrubs such as 
these are common in dry, continental climates – they are relatively windproof and their 
small leaves and compact twiggy growth help to reduce desiccation, which because of 
the area’s strong winds, can be a problem in winter as well as summer. Frequent clipping 
can also help, and Miguel recommends clipping of some of these shrubby species at 
least twice a year, more frequently for young plants “to discipline them”. This also  
helps ensure an overall sculptural appearance, and in some cases can prolong their life, 
useful as many of these Mediterranean-zone small shrubs are inherently short-lived. 

Above 

Situated on the edge  
of the Monfragüe National  

Park, the garden offers  
stunning views across tree-

covered pasture land towards 
the park’s distant hills.

Above 

A holm oak provides welcome 
shade in the Spanish heat for  
a dining terrace close to the 
house. In the foreground is  
the highly scented, native  
shrub Pistachia lentiscus. 

THE SPIKY AGAVES BALANCE THE 
ROUNDED PLANTING, WHICH ECHOES  

THE LANDSCAPE BEYOND
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“Teucrium fruticans needs to be kept tight, as plants seem more resistant to heat and 
cold if they are dense,” says Miguel. Others, such as the tough native shrub Pistacia 
lentiscus, which Miguel likes for the wide variation in its foliage and the red-brown  
of its new leaves, are better given a more natural look. “Although it can be pruned,” he 
says, “it also makes a good spreading shape if left alone.” 

These neatly clipped, rounded shapes are contrasted effectively with the feathery 
grass Stipa tenuissima, another plant commonly found in dry climates, that is used 
throughout the garden. Here Miguel and Renate have set it in a red-coloured gravel 
derived from the local stone that emphasises its form and colours. Foliage colour and 
texture takes on a much greater importance in this climate where flowers are far less 
common. Although the grass is short-lived, it self-seeds, as does the familiar red 
valerian Centranthus ruber and white C. ruber ‘Albus’, which move around the garden. 

Miguel has been heavily influenced by the French designer Gilles Clément and his 
concept of a garden in movement where plants are not tied to fixed locations. There’s 
also an English influence from Beth Chatto on Miguel and Renate’s plant choices. 

FOLIAGE COLOUR AND TEXTURE TAKES ON 
A GREATER IMPORTANCE IN THIS CLIMATE 

WHERE FLOWERS ARE LESS COMMON

MIGUEL’S TIPS FOR PLANTING IN A DRY CLIMATE

• The smaller the plant that goes in the better, larger plants have root systems that are 
too shallow and cannot adapt. Larger plants will always be dependent on irrigation.
• Do everything you can to encourage deep rooting, such as breaking up the hardpan 
when digging a planting hole and cultivating deeply.
• Organic material, such as manure, helps create soil humus that will hold on to water 
and release it to plants when they need it. Too much manure, however, especially if not 
distributed well, can create damp pockets that can kill the roots of more sensitive plants. 
• Use beneficial micro-organisms, often available as a root dip, to help encourage 
effective rooting by helping plants access nutrients and therefore establish more quickly.
• Watering little and often encourages shallow rooting. Plants from dry climates grow in 
spring and go into dormancy during summer so don’t grow or need much summer watering. 
• Gravel is useful for reducing moisture loss from the soil surface. It can also be used to 
hide and hold down irrigation pipes. 

Above 

The house, a converted 
agricultural warehouse, is linked 
to the garden by a shady terrace 
where rough stone tiles echo the 

gravel used in the garden and 
wooden supports reflect the 

holm oaks beyond.

Above 

Much of the planting is made up 
of drought-tolerant shrubs, such 
as Teucrium fruticans, with 
flower colour from Phlomis 
fruticosa and Centranthus  
ruber ‘Albus’ and architectural 
cacti and agave.
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SIX OF MIGUEL AND RENATE’S RECOMMENDED PLANTS FOR DRY CLIMATES 
1 Stipa tenuissima
Short-lived grass, but 
usually self-sowing, 
especially on lighter 
soils. Its fine, feathery 
appearance makes it 
useful for a meadow-
style effect. 60cm.  
RHS H4, USDA 7a-10b†.
2 Elaeagnus x 
submacrophylla
A shrub with strongly 
fragrant flowers in 

autumn. In milder 
climates it is evergreen, 
and drought tolerant 
once established. Some 
shade tolerance. Best 
on light soils. 3m. AGM*. 
RHS H5, USDA 7a-9b. 
3 Pistacia lentiscus
Potentially it will form a 
spreading tree, but can 
easily be kept clipped 
smaller. Its richly 
aromatic foliage and is 

noted for minimal  
leaf drop. 8m. 
RHS H3, USDA 9a-11. 
4 Euphorbia rigida
A spectacular spurge 
with evergreen foliage 
and a long season of 
colourful bracts around 
flowers and seedheads. 
Sprawling habit. Good 
for dry and poor soils in 
sun. 1.2m. AGM. RHS 
H6, USDA 7a-10b. 

5 Phillyrea angustifolia
Dark leaves densely 
clothe a neat slow-
growing small tree,  
ideal for tight clipping or 
stylish hedges. Drought 
and salt tolerant. 2.5m. 
RHS H5, USDA 7a-10a. 
6 Stachys byzantina
Known as lamb’s  
ear for its furry,  
silver-grey foliage. It 
makes an excellent, 

drought-tolerant 
groundcover, although  
it is surprisingly tolerant 
of damp conditions. 
Prefers full sun, and 
spreads continually. 
40cm. RHS H7,  
USDA 4a-8b. 
*Holds an Award of Garden 

Merit from the Royal 

Horticultural Society.
†Hardiness ratings given 

where available.

“Beth’s idea of the gravel garden, is very practical in a dry climate, such as this,”  
says Miguel. Unfortunately, not every plant the couple tried in this garden worked, with 
Dianthus and, surprisingly, Lavandula angustifolia, among those that failed to thrive. 

Knowing what to plant in a Spanish garden is always complicated by the country’s 
wide range of climates and developing a new style of Spanish garden will only really 
come about by bringing into cultivation more native species. This garden is still evolving 
with room for plants to change. “The client was very involved in discussing the design 
and the planting,” says Miguel. “He knows the garden is something that will never be 
fully finished, so there is an ongoing relationship between us.” Hopefully, this subtle 
and relaxed garden might also be part of an ongoing trend for Spanish garden design. 

USEFUL INFORMATION 

Find out more about Miguel and Renate’s work at urquijokastner.com

STIPA TENUISSIMA, A PLANT COMMONLY 
FOUND IN DRY CLIMATES, IS USED 

THROUGHOUT THE GARDEN

Above 

The garden builds on layers of 
texture and colour, using the 

grass Stipa tenuissima as a soft 
contrast to blue-grey Stachys 
byzantina. A local stone gravel 

reduces moisture loss and ties 
the garden to its surroundings.
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